


politics could play a role also ... 
But such things take time ... 
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I was questioned almost daily for hours during 5 months, while staying in solitary confinment in a 
Military prison, living in a cell measuring 2 by 3 meters. For the remaining 4 months I got a bed. 
Nice! 
I do not know in which prison I was in Tehran, and also never saw anyone since I was blindfolded. 

Once a month I was allowed to see a representative of the Swiss Embassy in Tehran. The Swiss 
Embassy also represents American interests in Iran, since the USA has, since the hostage crisis 
in 1979, when 52 Americans were held prisoner for 444 days in Teheran, severed diplomatic 
relations with Iran. 

Well, as mentioned, I was released by the Iranians. Also by "many methods" they could not make 
me confess espionage activities since I knew nothing of the kind. Its is wonderful to have a 
good conscious in interrogations ! 

After having left the sea as R/O having been on several ships flying the Swiss flag, the Liberian 
flag, the Kuwait flag and also on a Motoryacht of 210 feet length doing 25 knots with 7500 horse
power with 3 propellers- flying the Austrian flag, I worked in the fishing-industry first in 
servicing the various electronic equipment on board some 200 ships worldwide and later 
as Fleet Manager running a fishing base in Kuching Malaysia. 

At the age of 39, in 1979 I returned to Switzerland and started to work worldwide, selling electronic 
ciphering equipment, mainly to Government customers but this came abruptly to and end on 
18 March 1992 when I was handcuffed out of a meeting in Tehran. 

The experience gained as a seaman from aboard ship as R/O surely helped me survive and not to 
tum crazy in prison. What experience ? Well, having learnt to rely on oneself in difficult situations 
and not to panic when there were problems with radiocommunications due to equipment failure, but 
to go quietly assessing problems and first hand repairs. These were my days in stormy North 
Atlantic weather and on the grain trade from Port Churchill in the Hudson Bay to Europe, 
through ice in fog and turning the radar antenna by hand when its electric motor was full of water ... 

Today, I watch the weather maps of the world's oceans through computer databanks and 
on Television with my family. 

The SOWP EDELWEISS chapter net has been running nicely for many years now. 
Although initially created by SOWP member Erich Walter, HB9CHE who has spent a dozen 
years at sea as an R/O, SOWP's from Sweden, Danmark, Germany, the U.K.and Italy also join-in at 
regular intervals. 

Together with SOWP Harald, HB9BYO, an old fist who already was R/O on Swiss ships during 
second World War, we have had a good net going for many years now. 

As of 1st January 1995, Cliff, DJOOS has begun to take over as Chief Operator and calls up the 
net now every Sunday morning. 

The following are callsigns of the most active SOWP CW-net participants in our net: 










